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So if you're a mac user, it might be worth your time checking this emulator out, which can be found.. Now as a PC Windows
user I mainly use Spectaculator, but this Mac based one certainly looks impressive.. Not only is it capable of running multiple
machines in parallel, with each machine having its own tape recorder image, capable of playing and recording virtual tapes in
PZX TZX CSW and TAP formats, but a ZX Spectrum +3 with two virtual drives and total compatibility with the DSK file
format, Z80 snap shots, video configuration such as scanlines, noise, random line displacement and much more.
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Not only is it capable of running multiple machines in parallel, with each machine having its own tape recorder image, capable
of playing and recording virtual tapes in PZX TZX CSW and TAP formats, but a ZX Spectrum +3 with two virtual drives and
total compatibility with the DSK file format, Z80 snap shots, video configuration such as scanlines, noise, random line
displacement and much more.. Now as a PC Windows user I mainly use Spectaculator, but this Mac based one certainly looks
impressive.. So if you're a mac user, it might be worth your time checking this emulator out, which can be found.
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